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Atomic spectroscopy has been serving as a high-precision testing ground

for new theories in physics, in addition to being an underlying science for

plasma physics, astrophysics, laser physics, and chemical physics.

I. Effects of Parity Non-Conserving (PNC) Weak Neutral Interactions in Atoms

There u£e several different types of searches for this weak effect in

atomic physics. The most interesting one is the search for optical rotation

in heavy metal vapors. Although a number of experiments and calculations have

been reported, the implications with respect to the PNC interactions in atomic

transitions are inconclusive. The transitions which are considered to be most

favorable are Ml transitions within the ground state multiplet of Til, Pb, or

Bi. The effect of the PNC interaction is to modify slightly the atomic wave

functions by mixing states of different parity; as a consequence, the Ml

transitions become mixed El and Ml transitions. The ratio Im(El/Ml) of the

imaginary part of the induced El amplitude to the allowed Ml amplitude is

often reported as a measure of the optical rotation. Both relativistic and

correlation effects are extremely important in determining the weak mixing of

states with different parity. Additional experiments and calculations in this

field will be most welcome in the near future.

II. Spectroscopy of Exotic Atoms

Exotic atoms are systems of particles bound by the Coulomb interaction,

other than electronic atoms. Examples are positronium (e+e~), muonium (ji+e~),

muonic hydrogen (p+y~), muonic helium (o++u~e~), or in general muonic atoms

and hadronic atoms. Consider, for example, muonic atoms in which the muon

orbits are about a few hundred times smaller than corresponding electron

orbits, because of the mass difference and screening effect. The study of

muonic orbits having sizable overlap with the nucleus will reveal the size and

shape of the nucleus, isotopic shift, isiomer shift, nuclear magnetic moments,

and nuclear excitation phenomena. For muonic orbits of little overlap with
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either the nucleus or electrons, such study makes possible a detailed test of

quantum electrodynamics and enables the determination of mass and magnetic

moment of the negative muon as a test of CPT invariance. In the study of

muonic orbits having a large overlap with the electron cloud, one can

determine the electron distribution under various environments. Researches in

this developing field will be very fruitful.

III. Relativistic Many-Body Dynamic Theories

Because of advances in experimental precision, a relativistic treatment

including correlation and quantum-electrodynamic corrections has become

essential in both spectroscopy and collision processes. Development of

relativistic many-body dynamic theories beyond the relativistic Hartree-Fock

level is particularly important.

Atoms can conveniently be classified into two groups: One is of closed-

shell atoms, and the other is of open-shell atoms. Dynamical properties of

certain closed-shell atoms such as rare gases are relatively easy to account

for, because their unperturbed ground states can be described fairly well by a

single configuration (roughly speaking, a single set of occupied orbitals).

Other closed-shell at.oos like those belonging to alkali earth or group IIB are

more difficult to deal with, because their ground state are mixtures of

several configurations. For example, due to the near degeneracy of 2sw2«

2pj/2» a*"1 2P3/2 orbitals of the Be atom, the ground state *SQ are not

described well by the configuration (ls^ 2s2) *SQ alone. The electron

correlation effects due to the presence of "real" (not just virtual) doubly

excited configurations have to be Included. Relativistic many-body dynamic

theories beyond the relativistic Harcree-Fock level have been developed for

these two types of closed-shell atoms. Results for various processes are, in

general, in good agreement with experiment.

For simple open-sh^ll aton-s like alkali atoms, their dynamical properties

are usually given well in the relativistic Hartree-Fock theory. For a general

open-shell atom like, nitrogen or bismuth, the complicated kinematics in the

many-body dynamic theory i:or open shells and the necessity of including

several configurations as its unperturbed ground state make its study one of

the most challenging problems for theorists. For these two types of open-

shell atoms, relativistic many-body dynamical theories have been formulated;

however, no numerical results are available.
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